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BANGKOK:  An especial ly  drug-
resistant type of malaria is becom-
ing dominant in parts  of  the
Mekong region, researchers said
yesterday, warning of potentially
dire consequences if it makes the
leap to India and Africa. For the last
decade scientists and health work-
ers  have become increasingly
alarmed by the spread of a malaria
strain resistant to a key drug used to
treat patients: artemisinin.

It was first detected in western
Cambodia in 2007 and has since
spread to parts of  northeastern
Thailand, southern Laos and eastern
Myanmar. Now researchers have
also discovered a version of that
strain that is not only resistant to
two types of drugs, but has muscled
out i ts  less  dangerous peers  to
become the dominant variant ,
according to a paper published
Thursday in The Lancet Infectious
Diseases medical journal. 

“What’s happened now is that
one lineage which arose in western
Cambodia, one family of parasites if
you like, has effectively beaten all
the rest  out and has spread,”
Nicholas White, a specialist from the
Mahidol Oxford Tropical Medicine
Research Unit (MORU) in Bangkok,
which led the research said. So far
the dominant l ineage has been
detected in parts  of  Cambodia,
Thai land and Laos but not

Myanmar-the bridge to South Asia-
although researchers believe it us
just a matter of time before it push-
es westwards. For tropical disease
experts ,  the emergence of  this
strain has a  worrying historical
precedent.

Last century the borderlands of
Cambodia, Thailand and Laos incu-
bated two previous waves of drug-
resistant malaria that spread from
the region to India and Africa where
they killed millions. The first was a
chloroquine resistant strain that
emerged in the 1950s and 1960s
and the second wave was a type of
parasite impervious to the next gen-
eration of anti-malarial medicine,
sulphadoxine pyrimethamine (SP).
The Chinese military came to the
rescue when a female chemist dis-
covered artemisinin in the 1970s
during a secret project to protect
their North Vietnamese allies from
the debilitating disease in their war
against the United States.

Clock is ticking   
The discovery ,  coupled with

worldwide preventative measures
against the mosquitoes, resulted in
significant successes made against
malaria over the last few decades.
But scientists fear much of those
gains could unravel if  the latest
generation of drug-resistant para-
sites is not tackled. “There’s been

too much talking and not enough
doing on this,” warned White. Arjen
Dondorp, the study’s lead author,
told AFP a major global effort was
needed to stop the latest genera-
t ion of  drug res istant  malar ia
before it heads west.  “Once it is in
Afr ica  that  would be a  disaster
because that is where most of the
world’s malaria cases are,” he said.
Doctors are hampered by the lack
of arteminisin-like breakthroughs.
Some new drugs are being worked
on with “several compounds” that
look promising, Dondorp said, but
the testing takes time.

Meanwhile a triple cocktail of
drugs is currently working against
the latest malaria strain, though
resistance to that could build. In the
meantime,  he said,  Cambodia,
Thailand, Laos and Myanmar have
to aggressively target the often
remote,  poor and inaccessible
regions where the strains are
emerging with “creative use of
drugs”. Significant money has been
made available from international
donors and funds, he said. “But the
window of opportunity is getting
shorter and shorter.” His colleague
White added, “Today we don’t have
untreatable malaria, we have malar-
ia that is becoming increasingly
more dif f icult  to treat .  But  the
prospects for the next few years are
very uncertain.”—AFP

Drug resistant malaria 
strain makes Mekong gains

King of the zoo - liger 
cub Tsar is Russian hit

ROSTOV-ON-DON: His name is fit for a king, and he’s being
treated like one: Tsar the liger cub, born from an extremely rare
lion-tiger romance, is proving a hit for a travelling Russian zoo.
Stretched out in the zoo director’s van, the stripy Tsar-whose
name is a throwback to the Russian emperors of centuries past-
impatiently awaits his milk bottle. “We don’t leave him in a cage-
it’s too cold outside,” said zoo chief Erik Airapetyan. “We keep
him here with us-he even sleeps in our bed.” With the tawny fur
of a lion cub but covered in black stripes, Tsar was born on
November 11 while the zoo was on tour in southern Russia’s
Rostov-on-Don region.  Airapetyan and colleagues are feeding
him with goat’s milk, and so far, he drinks about a litre (two pints)
a day. His mother Princess, the zoo’s only tigress, had a difficult
birth and has been unable to suckle him. She has given birth to a
total of three liger cubs, but only Tsar has survived, according to
Airapetyan.

“Hybrids like this are extremely rare-and generally they are
weaker than lion cubs or ordinary young tigers,” explained Dmitry
Miloserdov, a researcher at Moscow’s Darwin Museum of natural
history. “But if you take good care of them, they can grow up and
live a long time,” he said, adding however that male ligers are born
sterile. Mindful that Tsar’s survival is against the odds, the zoo is
catering to his every whim: he has an unlimited milk supply, sleeps
16 hours a day, and plays whenever he wants. “We’re all taking care
of him-we’re very proud of our little treasure. He’s unique, our
stripy lion,” Airapetyan smiled. Neither Princess or Tsar’s father,
Caesar the lion, have access to the cub for the moment. At two and
a half months old and weighing five kilograms, he is “still too small
and fragile” to meet his parents, said Airapetyan.

Unlikely love  
Princess and Caesar have occupied neighboring cages for

years and “are used to one another”, according to the zoo direc-
tor. Every time she is in heat, the zoo faces a tricky dilemma: offer
Caesar as a suitor, or deal with the wrath of a sexually frustrated
Princess. “So we dared to half-open the dividing wall between
the cages,” Airapetyan recalled. “Then seeing that everything was
going well, we took to risk of leaving them face to face.” When it
became clear Princess was pregnant, “everyone was so happy”,
he said. “It’s so rare, a liger! Right now there are only about 20 in
the world,” he added, grinning from ear to ear. —AFP 


